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Summer Wrap-Up
Hey BACers,

So far what an OUTSTANDING end to our 2018 summer season. We’ve had
BACers representing the team at Silver State, Speedo Sectionals, and 12-Under
State already, and we’ve got 13-Over State, Central Zones, and NSCA Junior
Nationals all going on this weekend! And of course, we had a ton of BAC swimmers showing off their swimming skills while representing their summer teams
at both the Madison All-City Meet and the Tri-County Conference Meet this past
weekend. Realistically, we had too many awesome swims to mention them all,
but we’ll do our best to recap everything in a newsletter later in August.
Right now we wanted to send out a quick newsletter highlighting some great
things from earlier this summer and to look ahead to the fall/winter 2018-19
season!

Fall Registration Open

Fall Registration is now open and will be open through August 12th!
If you’re a returning BAC swimmer, registration is as simple as selecting the
group(s) for your swimmer(s). Remember that we need to have all of your previous fees paid up before we can process the registration. Also, PLEASE MAKE
SURE TO SIGN UP ON TIME OR EVEN EARLY! This year again we anticipate a
really high level of interest out of new families. Our priority has always been
to take care of our returning families first, so having those families register at
the last minute complicates things. Returning families that reach out after that
August 12th deadline are NOT guaranteed a spot with BAC this fall.
New families need to register for both the fall session as well as for a New
Swimmer Evaluation. If you have any questions on this or the registration process in general, please email Coach Jacob Johnson at jakeupjohnson@yahoo.com.

BAC Times
BAC Mission Statement and Philosophy
As you likely know, BAC had a promotional tent/booth at both the All-City and Tri-County Meets this
past weekend. It’s always great to see so many BAC families that maybe aren’t around in the spring or summer, and to hear how great they’re swimming. But one of the coolest things about being at those meets is
the conversations we get to have explaining BAC to perspective new families. One of the most asked questions is some form of “Why BAC?” – asking why they should swim for BAC as opposed to any of the other
options for swim team or swim lessons offered in the area. It’s great to chat with these families and explain
to them a bit about BAC’s philosophy and what we feel sets us apart. However, it also makes us realize that
this is something that we could be more often sharing with our CURRENT swimmers instead of just the perspective ones.
First, you can find some information about our team philosophy on our website, especially under the
‘More Info’ section. While there is some great information there, some of it is also outdated – most notably
the ‘parent handbook’ that we’ll be working to update this fall. Beyond that you can find out more about
BAC by reading newsletters like this one, which are all archived on our website.
Second, I’d invite all current BAC families to review our club’s mission statement, which anchors our club
philosophy and many of the decisions we make, from how to structure groups, to how to conduct practice, to
what meets to attend and how to prepare for them.
The purpose of the Badger Aquatics Club is to provide a competitive swimming experience for
swimmers of all ages and abilities. BAC is committed to supporting each swimmer in achieving her/his
potential as a competitor and individual through a continuum of excellence in coaching and competition.
Or, as it was put to an inquiring family in a recent email…
“One thing that sets us apart is that our club structure and our decisions are as much as possible
anchored in a club philosophy of allowing for progressive development of our swimmers. Sometimes this
means we have a budding 10 (or 12 or 14) year old that doesn’t do as much intense yardage as other teams
around the country, but our focus is to get them set up well with their fundamentals. The yardage and training can be added incrementally as they move through our program. We’re really happy to have sent so many
BACers off to swim in college, at least a dozen or so every year and often to premiere programs.”
Another part of our philosophy for our older swimmers is to promote the idea that ‘success’ for college swimming can be found at a variety of places, not just the name-brand DI schools. That was on display at the NCAA DIII National Championships, where two different BAC alumni were crowned National
Champions on the same night! https://www.teamunify.com/wibac/__doc__/newsletter%20%204.15.18%20
(1).pdf
We also discussed our club philosophy in particular and some of the issues with youth sports in general in our March 2018 newsletter. You can find that here, but we included one of the more pertinent passages below.https://www.teamunify.com/wibac/__doc__/newsletter%20%204.15.18%20(1).pdf
“At BAC, we strive to put the needs and the development of the swimmers first. We feel that this is the best
way for a swimmer to develop their own passion and motivation, and to pursue whatever their ultimate
goal in our sport might be. Make no mistake, THIS DOESN’T PRECLUDE OUR ATHLETES FROM ACHIEVING
EITHER SHORT OR LONG-TERM SUCCESS. We have a history
of developing – and we will continue to develop – high level
swimmers that go on to be relevant at the state, national, and
even international levels.”
If you’re interested in hearing more about our team philosophy and how it steers what we do with BAC, don’t hesitate to reach out!
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Open Water State
We’re currently in the middle of the ‘traditional’ pool state meets, but did you know that we
already had a half-dozen BACers compete in a state meet this summer? They attended the ‘Open Water
State Meet’ hosted at Lake Andrea near the RecPlex. What was very cool about this meet is how much
it’s grown in only three years of existence – this year’s meet had over 500 swimmers representing teams
from Wisconsin and Illinois. This made it quite possibly the largest USA Swimming Open Water Meet in
the country…EVER! The BACers that attended swam great, including top-5 finishes from Ben McDade,
Kelly Rodriquez, and Simon Wenninger! Check out the pics below – thanks to Coach Brenda for serving
as the photographer :^)
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Outside the Lanes
At BAC, we’re obviously proud of everything our swimmers do in the pool. But we’re also frequently impressed and amazed by how multi-talented some of our swimmers are, and this section highlights their achievements ‘outside the lanes’.
In this issue we’re featuring a couple of BAC girls that not only excel in the pool, but they also
knock it out on the dance floor! Both Natalie (Baraboo) and Sierra (ES Gold) spend a ton of time practicing and training to dance as well as swim. In fact, Sierra and her dance company, Trinity Irish Dance,
spent several weeks doing a tour of Japan this summer!

#BAConBreak

August means summer vacations for so many of us. Here’s your usual reminder to pack a BAC shirt if
you’re traveling this month. We love having folks send us pictures wearing team gear from all sorts of
different spots around the country or even all around the globe! Check out the map below to see the first
100 spots we’ve tagged with our pics. So cool to see BACers traveling all over the place!
#BAConBreak Map
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Class of 2018

With summer wrapping up, it means we’ll again be saying goodbye to an outstanding group of graduating
seniors. This year’s group is a great mix of folks that have been lifelong BACers or swimmers that are newer to
BAC, athletes going off to swim collegiately or just focus on their studies, and kids attending a variety of colleges
or other post-HS options.
Pictured below are some of our Senior and where they’re going. We’ll also try to recognize some of the folks
that weren’t able to make the picture – hopefully we don’t miss anyone!

Sophie Henshue (attending UW Madison), Izzy Quattrucci
(swimming at Carleton), Sam Young (swimming at UW Stevens Point),
Kelly Rodriguez (swimming at Kentucky), Olivia Bloomer
(swimming at Minnesota), CJ Hippen (swimming at Illinois), Ben
McDade (swimming at Indiana), Jackson Madonia (swimming at Iona),
Melissa Collier (swimming at UW Eau Claire)

Leah Erdman (swimming at UW
Stevens Point and entering US
Army Reserves), Dani Crum
(swimming at St Ambrose)

Not pictured:
Noah Casey (swimming for UW Stevens Point), Drake Demetrios
(attending UW Madison), Michael Draves (swimming at
Indiana), Matthew Fernandez (attending Illinois), Roark Lundal
(swimming at Xavier), Maia McKeon (attending UW Madison),
Lain Weaver (swimming at Ohio State), Abe Zwaska (attending
Madison College)

